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LATEST
ADVANCEMENT IN
PLASTIC WELDING
TECHNOLOGY

Nitro-Fuzer Nitrogen Welding
System for Plastic Repair
With the push from insurance companies requiring
more bumper and plastic repairs it just makes sense
to invest in a quality welding system.
Polyvance's 6085 Nitro Fuzer Welding System is
the most advanced nitrogen plastic welding
equipment available. It comes with everything you
need to get productive right away doing the fastest,
strongest plastic repairs on virtually any type of
plastic. Welding with nitrogen gas creates the
strongest welds possible because it eliminates
oxidation of the plastic during the welding process.
The Nitro Fuzer welder combines hot air and
nitrogen welding capabilities for maximum
versatility. The 6085 welder features digital encoders
to precisely control the temperature of the nitrogen
and airless welders. It also automatically switches
from air to nitrogen when the torch is removed from
the holster and automatically switches back to air
when the torch is placed back into the holster.
Precision regulators combined with a flow gauge
gives you the ultimate control over how much gas is
used in the welding process. The 6085 Nitro Fuzer
also features an integrated airless welding system for
smoothing out welds and for repairing thermoset
polyurethane. Ask your Auto Body Supply
salesman for more information.

NEW
High
Production Clearcoat
Designed for use in all markets over ENVIROBASE® High
Performance basecoat, EC520 clearcoat delivers the
breakthrough performance demanded by high-production
collision centers. This clear force dries at temperatures as low
as 120ºF in as little as 20 minutes. If air drying, EC520 is ready
for assembly in only 90-120 minutes. Ideal for multi-panel
repairs, EC520 is designed with PPG's newest En-V platform
resin, which provides impressive gloss retention and film
integrity. For added convenience and efficiency, EC520 uses
the same hardeners and reducers as EC530 and EC550.
SIMPLICITY
 New resin technology designed for use with
waterborne basecoats
 Simple 3:1:1 mix ratio
 Choice of 4 ECR reducers
HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
 Air dries to handle in less than 2 hours
 Fast bake cycle
 Can be buffed after cool down
GOOD APPEARANCE




Impressive gloss retention
Polishing not normally required
Consistently beautiful results
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